
Foundation

Identify / give examples / basic / 

outline / identify / 

communication of ideas / can 

communicate with other 

performers / apply performance 

skills and techniques.

Developing

Describe / relevant examples 

/ clear / Appropriate / 

competent / Describe / use 

examples / Appropriate delivery 

and communication / 

Appropriate application of 

performance skills and 

techniques.

Good

Explain / variety / appropriate / 

clarity / Effective / appropriate 

/ creative / Discuss / justify / use 

clear and concise examples / 

Effective delivery and 

communication / competent 

ability / Effective application of 

performance skills and 

techniques. 

Exceptional 

Analyse / careful / clear / well 

considered / discussed / specific 

/ Disciplined / organised / 

Considered / assured / Assess / 

considered examples / explain 

/ use considered examples / 

Confident delivery and 

communication / assured ability 

to communicate / Fluent 

application of performance skills 

and techniques. 

Vocabulary
practitioner / genre / style / 

characterisation / chorus / 

dynamic / exploration / 

technique / intensity / 

tempo / purpose / motif / 

unison / canon / movement 

memory / precision / 

isolation / mirroring / 

phrase / gesture / rhythm / 

speed / direction / travelling 

/ theme / timing / 

instrumental / level / 

direction / stillness / 

elevation / facial 

expressions / body language 

/ proxemics / staging / 

stimulus / practitioner / 

vocal skill / pitch / pace / 

pause / volume / projection 

/ genre / style / atmosphere 

/ blocking / characterisation 

/ chorus / dynamic / 

dialogue / emphasis

We will be specifically looking at-

Thinking Questions 
• What skills do I need to use today?

• How am I communicating 

with others?

• How am I communicating to 

the audience?

• Is my effort allowing me to meet 

my target?

• Am I working to the best of 

my ability?

• What do I need to do next to 

allow me to keep improving?

Topic

Core skills
Confidence, Creativity, 

Leadership, Organisation, 

Resilience, Initiative, 

Communication 

• What do I need the teacher 

to know so that they can 

best help me next

lesson?

Rights
12 – Respect your views 

and the views of others / 28 

– Right to education / 29 –
Education should develop 

your skills and 

talents 

Assessment
You will take part in several peer and self assessment 

tasks over the project, as well as receiving feedback 

from your teacher.

Your BIG assessment this term will be focused on your 

ability to analyse work that you have created and the 

process of creating theatre for professional 

companies.

PA

Year 9

DEVISING

Term 3.1A good DEVISED performance ...

Will have a clear style and 

will show precision. You will need 

to demonstrate an understanding 

of key performance skills and 

an understanding of how drama 

and dance is made and 

developed.

DEVISING
You will be creating a piece of performance work based on a set 

stimulus. You will need to use ALL of the skills you have learnt so far 

this year!

Ways of working: verbal eg discussion, brainstorming, debate, reporting, forum theatre method, improvised scenarios; physical 

eg body sculpting, role play, still-life; visual eg graphic representation, charts, diagrams, doodles, digital images, video 

recordings; aural eg sound collages, gibberish, sound effects, music / Structuring work: eg plot, narrative, action, sequence of 

events, character/role development and delineation, choreographing, structuring episodes/scenes, design and technical 

aspects, selection and rejection of material



Homework Tasks
Task 1

Pick one of the techniques from 

this list and create a short 10 

minute lesson for your peers on 

what it is and how to use it - still 

image, thought tracking, narrating, 

hot seating, role-play, cross-cutting 

forum theatre, marking the 

moment, contraction, extension, 

unison, cannon.

Task 2
Compile a ‘research folder’ 
which contains ideas, topics, 

news articles, pictures, stories and 

any other relevant information that 

will support you while devising. 

They are designed to help 

you come up with new ideas, 

extend your scenes and / or 

support what you have already 

done. You should include 

a bibliography which has at least 

10 different sources (they are 

NOT allowed to all be websites!). 

This will form the secondary 

stimulus information needed in 

your portfolio and so is essential.

Task 3
To get high marks, in rehearsals 

you should show energy, focus, 

concentration and commitment in 

every lesson. You need to show 

vocal skills, physical skills and 

interpretative skills in performance. 

Communicate well with others 

during the rehearsal and 

performance process and take part 

in all discussions and activities. 

Write a 500 word evaluation on 

your ability to meet these criteria 

so far in lessons. Set yourself 

targets for the future lessons and 

be clear on your SWI.

Task 4
Using the ‘How to write a good log’ 
sheets which are stuck in your 

books, you need to write a log of 

the activities you have undertaken 

since starting this project and how 

it has helped you to develop your 

skills. Remember to include key 

specific examples, key terms, 

important skills and how you 

developed them, and set yourself 

targets on how you will improve for 

next lesson.

Task 5
Pick a performance technique 

that you have not used before 

in performance. Watch 

some YouTube video’s of the 

technique in action and create a 

help guide aimed at KS3 students. It 

should include what it is, how it can 

be used, it’s purpose, pros and 
cons, etc. It should be done in 

language that younger students 

will understand, include pictures 

and be interesting.

Aim of this work ...

• understand and utilise different 

explorative strategies 

• research the given stimuli 

• shape ideas to communicate meaning 

through drama and dance

• develop and realise ideas within a 

group 

• maintain a working notebook which 

charts, progress and records ideas 

• use the language of drama and dance 

to communicate ideas and evaluate 

work 

• respond to teacher’s verbal and 
written feedback 

• identify strengths and weakness 

• perform in an original piece of drama


